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i ay 6, 1975 . V Independence, Iowa 

The Honorable Richard Clark 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C.  

Dear Senator Clark; 

Enclosed is a letter to the editor of the Cedar Rapids Gazette 
relating to the sham of a public hearing held by the AEC for 
licensing of the Duane Ari.old Lnergy Center at Palo, Iowa. It 
is my hope that you will look into this matter.  

I would ure Congress to replace the AEC with a fedral "Energy 
Commission' and an "Energy Aaency." The Energy Comamission would 
take on regulatory duties now held by the AEC, the Federal Power 
Commission and other federal agencies wnich deal with enery.  
The Energy Agency would consolidate the activities of these and 
other federal bodies.  

I would urge Congress to enact a moratorium on the licensing 
and operation of,nuclear power plants until the probleis cited 
in the letterX' 6an D'e cleared up.  

I would be happy to provide you with sources of information, 
aditional issues of growing public concern, or any other help 
that I might be able to give regarding the radioactive legacy 
of fission-Senerated power- whAch may mortgaee the future for 
centuries in exchange for a little electric power today.  

D . Wen el2-G radle 

'Physicist



On Nay 3 and 4, ostensibly public hearin6s were held by 

the Atomic Energy Gommission (AEC) regarding the licensing of 

the Duane Arnold Energy Center (DAEC) at Palo, Iowa. This 

energy center is a nuclear-electric Seneratin6 facility of Iowa 

Electric Light and Power Company currently under construction.  

Before the center is licensed to operate, the law requires that 

certain regulations and environmental standards be considered.  

Although I had written to Iowa Electric's Nuclear Infor

mation Center on Lec 2, 1972 asking for dates of any public 

hearings on the DAEL that would be held prior to licensing, I 

became aware of tne licensing hearing from a TV announcement 

only the evening before.. This wgs too late, for according to 

AEC reguations a member of the public cannot become a participant 

in the hearinqs unless he files'_ertain pa prs eptable to them 

in advance. Being unaware of this regulation, I attended the 

hearing fully expecting to be able to participate as a concerned 

citizen. I was appalled by the manner in which the hearing was 

conducted.  

In order to understand the nature of the hearing described 

below,1t is probably necessary to give some background on the AC.  

The AEC Is a super-agency of the government free of many 

check and balance restraints that are normally considered requisite 

in a democracy. This is perhaps a result of the fact that the 

same AEC people held the responsibility for the military and 

peaceful aspects of the development of atomic energy. Criticism 

of direction, exposure of errora, and inforcuation rcwardinE 
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ification and secrecy. The AEC now finds itself in the curious 

position of both proaoting and re6ulating an unbridled program 

of atomic energy. Their perspective is a technical one that fails 

not only to adequately consider citizen concern about thermal and 

radioactive waste disposal, reactor safety, ecological and health 

issues but nealects wholly the unquantifiable environmental 

amenities,and.societal values that are nevertheless real, will 

.probably alvays remain trans-scientific, and should be'as inteEral 

to decision making as the quantifiable technical and economic 

considerations.  

The licensing hearing was conducted by an AEC appointed 

panel of three, a lawyer, a biologist and a nuclear engineer.  

The participants were the-petitioner for a license, DAEC, and 

representatives from the ABC reulatory staff. All of the par

ticipants and the panel were-thus' what, environmentalists have 

dubbed as "nukes" because of their relationship to special inter(tst 

promoting nuclear enerEy, Testimony from the floor (from individ

uals other than the official participants) was limited to five 

minute appearances at the very outset of the hearing although 

if these persons had preyiously prepared written statements per

taining to their concern, these were accepted by the panel.  

There was a pretense of response to the issups raised in the 

limited testimony portion of the hearing. The individuals who 

raised the iaaues, however, were not given a chance to offer any 

rebuttal or in fact enter again into the proceedings in any way.  

This serious limitation of the proceedings effectively eliminated 

all public concern from the hearirg. The rewainder of the hear-



. -between DAEO the AEC re~ulatory sta representatives. As 

you might expect, there was no disagri-ement since both.relled 

on AEC guidelines and documents, some of which they themselves 

found difficult to read, for all furthter testimony.  

I would encourage all citizens and especially the press, so 

effective recently in cuttinS through government secrecy, decep

ti.on, and executive privileggo, to check for themselves that 

among the mapy extremzely important issues that were suppressed 

at the hearing are the following: 

1. According to the AEC's Brookhaven Report, the consequences of 
failure of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) could 
result in the loss of Cedar Rapids with serious consequences 
for waterloo-Cedar Falls due to radiation poisonin6. In 1971, 
citizen intervenors showed that the nuclear reactor vendors 
could not produce acceptable evidence that the reactors could 
cope with a loss-ofocoolant accident. They also produced an 
AEC document whereinthe AEC chairman cautioned its own expert 
witnesses never to disagree with established policy (like 
continued licensing in spite of doubts about the ECCS). The 
embarassed AEC was finally forced to announce that it was pdr
missible for AEC witnessea to tell'the bruth. A whole array 
of AEC experts have since indicated clearly treir doubti and 
their lack of confidence in calculations and theoretical slIM
ulations which are still being relied upon to predict behavior 
of the untested LCCS. Scale model tosts of the emergericy 
cooling system conducted at Idaho failed completely, in six 
trials out of six. Having initiated the scale-model tests to 
back up ite-licensinS of reactors without full-scale demonstra
tion of the cooling system, AEC decided, after failure of the 
tests, to consider them unrepresentative of what might happen 
in a real loss-of-coolant accident in a nuclear power plant.  
Failing to make a case on the basis of simulated models, AEC's 
clim Is that the mesrgency Core Cooling System really doesni't 
iantter becausu the probability of it .eing, called upon is 
remote. Yet in safety reports from the operating nuclear 
power plants, which the AEC does not make public, core fuel 
rods are rupturing, critical valves are malfunctionina, and 
stainless steel plumbing is cracking in circumstances that the 
AEC had previously predicted as extremely improbable. Any of 
these situations could lead to a loss-of-coolant accident that 
would require the functioningi of the ECCS. The ALC will contiii
ue, however, to license reactors unless an enraged public takes 
nction.  

2. There i; absulute.y nothing to ju.tify confidencZ that the 
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"engineering problem" but requires "fixes" for carelessness, 
Orror or overconfidence in thousands and thousands of normal 
human beings for the forseeable future. For example, it takes 
plgtonium 24,000 years to decay to half its original level of' 
radioactivity. This element of nuclear waste is also the most 
toxic substance known to man.- One-millionth of a gram, a dust 
sized particle, if inhaled can kill. Its high price, 10,000 
per kilogram, and its importance in weapons technology makes 
theft a real problem. Yet a Duane Arnold engineer testified 
calmly that the DAEC plant would accumulate no more than an 
ordinary garage full of radioactive wastes--as though these 
wastes were like so many dirty rags. When the storage of 
nucl'ear wastes in salt mines at Lyons, Kansas came a cropper, 
the AEC suggested that they be rocketed to the sunt Of course 
every layman recognizes how ridiculous this proposal is.  
Currently wastes are beinG stored in concrete vaults until a 
method of "proper" disposal can be found.  

I believe these issues in themselves are sufficient grounds 

to warrant an appeal to the AEC or for judicial review under the 

provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act. I might add 

that the AEC and power utilities elsewhere are regularly exper

iencing delays of as much as two years due to extended litigation 

and hearings because in their earlier-zeal to further nuclear 

power they neglected.to properly considor citizen's concern aLout 

waste disposal, reactor safety, and related ecological and health

issues.


